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Wtr
_. The purpose of a smoke management system is to maintain
"a tenable enyironment in the means of egiess duìing the time
required for evacuationl' A tenable enviroñment is an ,,environ-
ment_in which,the quantity and location of smoke is limited
or otherwise ¡estricted to allow for ready evacuation through
the spacd'l

The building code approach

. . In sprinklered buildings, mechanical venrilation may
be used to exhaust air from thJfire fioor direcdy ourdoors. The
exhaust system must provide air flow ol at leasi six air changes
per hour.

. In unsprinklered buildings, the smoke control system
may consist of any other design that is tested and approved by
the code official.

The use of operable or breakable windows for smoke
management probably predates the use of mechanical
for smoke management. The likely theory behind the

(typically,
ts to relieve increased pressure because ol temperature nse or

systems.2
vent the fire

The products of combustion from a typical building fire arefor other commonly tn the of l,700 OF (927 "c). Airas covered malls and atria.
range heated

section on smoke control systems, the BOCA l9g7
normal room temperature to I,700 OF (927 "c) approximately

Code calls for "natural or mechanical vent-
quadruples ln volumg so pressure on the fire floor would build
up quickly without some prouslon to relieve the e\panston.

While venting the fire will not produce the desirable negative
pressure contemplated by today's mechanical smoke management
systems, it does help reduce positive pressure on the fire flooç
thereby reducing the migration of smoke to other parts of the
building.
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Figure 1. Smoke exhaust system inhibits smoke migration

to other floors.

Q = KA(dP)n

wherg

a = the flow required (cfm)

K = the coefficient (2,610) to correct units

A = the area of openings (ft2)

dP = the pressure differential (in' wg)

n = the flow exponent (usually between.O'S and l'0' and

dimensionÈss). For large openings like doors (tur-

bulent flow), n will be close to 0'5' For tiny openings

like cracks around closed doors (laminar flow)' n

will be close to 1.0.

Thc pressure difference is the critical parameter for smoke

may not be aPProPriate"'*' 
ä iigitt,'n.atiy squtt. spaces with few doors' six ACH may

b. .il';hän...ittty. How 
'ver, 

in loose, oblong spaces with

ä;ià.*, six ACH may be nsufficienr to maintain the desired

pressult difference'' ---Sntok 
management systems exhaust from the fire floor

and ke-up air' Delivering make-up air

dire 'educe the negative pressure on the

fi¡e ctiveness of the smoke manage-

ment system'

System performance criteria

slrACH.r
Inreal per

smoke rem like

initialconc real

to be generated even after the smoke management system hæ been

activæed. The smoke concentration decreases to 3790 of its initial

amount after l0 minutes only if no new smoke is added after the

six ACH smoke management system starts. Thereforg any e"\pec-

tation of the amount õf smoke removed or the increase in visibil-

Smoke

Pressure ditference across a barrier helps confine

smoke.
Flgtlre 2.

Low pressure
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Understanding smoke management and control
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Figurc 3. Relatively high air velocity (and large air volume) are
requrred to confine smoke across large openings.

provides enough oxygen, so the only limit on fire size is the amount
of fuel in the space.

The dilution of smoke in the flr¡e area of a compailmented
buüding is not a means of achieving smoke control. A smoke man-
agement system is not an air change urangement, and smoke
control cannot be achieved by simply supplying air to and exhaust-
ing air from the compartment.l "Tþsting such as Operation San
Francisco and the Naval Air Development Center Aircraft Fi¡e
Testing (even with three air changes per minute) demonstrated the
smoke clearing incapabilityi'7 ri

Purging cannot ensure breathable air in the fire space while
the fire is burning and producing smoke. Howeveç it can re-
move smoke from the fire space after fire extinction.s Once the
fire is out, the capabilities of the entire HVAC system are avail-
able to remove smoke from the area. In addition, many fire
departments have portable fans that are suitable for
smoke

Other HYAC equipment

The HVAC system is designed to distribute and mix air
throughout the building and, thereforg it is a potential c0nvey-
ance for smoke from the fire to the rest of the building. For
that reason, HVAC equipment thar is nor part of the
management system should shut down when the building is
the smoke control mode

If left in operation during the smoke modg toilet erhaust
can contribu¡e to the negative pressure on the fire floor.
they also remove air from the adjacent floors where a positive

sure is sought.
On the other hand, shutting off the toilet e,\haust

would provide an unprotecred vertical parh for smoke to
from floor to floor. While the toilet exhaust system might have

dampers, smoke alone is often too cold to melt the fusible
a fire damper, and a considerable amount of smoke could
before the damper closed.

The toilet exhaust quantity in an office building is
small. Therefore, on balancg the benefîts of allowing it to
to operate during the smoke mode probably ourweigh the
of shutting it down.

Some buildings utilize fan powered terminal units æ
the HVAC distribution system. These units circulate air
the ceiling plenum and the occupied space AJlowing them
tinue to operate during the smoke mode will contribute to
ing in the fire space but will not ordinarily spread smoke
fire zone to other parts of the building.

more cofrectly be named smoke
ent systems. There is no intent in
other tæhnical lirerature to use

these systems for smoke removal.

Smoke purging

after the fue is out. They often use a combination of sxhaust and
supply air to the fire zone

es is not effective during
rnatively pressurization
containment aid. Smoke

consumes oxygen from the space Introducing make-up air quickly

Nevertheless, NFPA 924 recommends shutting off the
nal unit fans that serve the smoke zone NFPA 924 suggests

terminal unit fans serving smoke control zones adjacent
smoke zone may continue to opemte normally,l

Atriums and large spaces

Atriums and other large spaces are e\ceptions to the
rule that the function of the smoke management system is
maintain pressure differences.a In atriums and large spaces,

smoke management system hæ the addidonal objeaive of
ing smoke from the space at approximately the same rate it
produced.

fènable conditions for egress are maintained by
buoyant smoke to rise to the top of the space and coilect there
Figure 4). By removing smoke at approximately the same rate

it is produced, the exhaust system maintains an interface
the smoke layer and the breathing zone rhar is sufficiently
above floor level for people to leave the space
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Smoke exhaust fan

Flgure 4, The smoke exhaust system in atriums or large spaces allows smoke to accumulate up high' keeping occupied level

clear lor egress.

Accumulated smoke

Bottom of smoke layer

(NFPA 92Ð.e

Conclusion

Smoke management works by using pressure dilferences

and ai¡ velocities through cracks and small openings to help

confine smoke to the fire floor. In doing so, the system maintains

tenable conditions in egess paths so people can leave the building

safely.
Maintaining a sufficient pressure difference to control smoke

movement requires a relatively tight envelope around the space

The more openings in the spacg the more air flow will be required

to maintain the desi¡ed pressure differencg
Make-up air introduced di¡ectly to the flue floór is not neces-

ke management
that reduce the

onal oxYgen that

can feed the fue
Smoke bomb tests that show improved smoke dilution with

make-up air and increæed air changes after the smoke bomb hæ

stoppedfuming are not rcprcsentative of fi¡e conditions. According

to Klote:

Dilution of smoke in a zone in which a fire occurs is not

a means of smoke control. This process is sometimes

fìre space It is well known that HVAC systems promote

a considerable degree of air mixing within the spacæ they

serye. Because of this and the fact that very large quan'

tities of smoke can be produced by building fires, it is
generally believed that dilution of smoke by an HVAC

system in the zone in which there is a fire will not result

in any practical improvement in the tenable conditions
in úat zone.lo

Exhaust systems are not highly directional, although there is

a general flow toward the inlen. For lhat reæon, it may be possi-

ble to reduce the tendency of exit access pathways on the fire floor
to fill with smoke by locating smoke exhaust system inlets away

from egress doors. However, the objectives of removing smoke

generated during a fire from the fire floor æ an aid to egress or to

aid frefighten in locating and hghting the fire is beyond the design

intent and capability of today's smoke management systems. I
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